TR-Elite+

THINUX TR-Elite+ is intended for fast and flexible communication system deployment. The TR-Elite+ can not only be used as a radio to
make and receive calls, it also can create a wireless mobile ad hoc network to route voice. As THINUX IP (Intellectual Patent), one TRElite+ function as a radio, repeater and mesh node with one frequency, highly saving frequency resources. With light, small and IP67
design, the TR-Elite+ can be installed in a vehicle, carried by a backpack, pole-mounted, or wall-mounted fairy suitable for temporary
communication or indoor coverage.

TR-Elite+ features fast and flexible networking. For emergency cases or outdoor operations which need a temporary communication
system, TR-Elite+ can be better solve this problem.

For military or police, when there is field operation, it is a must to build a temporary communication system. THINUX TR-Elite+ built up
a temporary communication network, and provides soldiers or policemen at different location with smooth communication.

THINUX TR-Elite+ can create a wireless mobile ad hoc
network, in which there are maximum 32 nodes. The ad hoc
network is self-configuration and dynamic in which TRElite+ nodes are free to move.

Based on wireless mobile ad hoc networking, THINUX TRElite+ is capable of creating and joining networks to deploy
the communication system as soon as it is powered on.

TR-Elite+ supports versatile topologies, for example
chain, tree, star, and so on, so as to provide wider
coverage.

If one E-pack node moves away from the network or
malfunction, voice will automatically route to another TRElite+ node in order to guarantee link continuity.

Based on TDMA and FDMA technology, one frequency can
be used to make calls and route voice at the same time,
greatly saving frequency resources.

With an embedded GSM card, if an TR-Elite+ node is away
from the network it can make a call via public network to
any TR-Elite+ node on the network. This ensures radios
within its coverage can communicate with radios on the
network.

THINUX TR-Elite+ is strictly compliant with MIL-STD-810
C/D/E/F/G standard and water and dust proof rating is up
to IP67, ensuring outstanding performance even under
harsh environments.

Radios with each TR-Elite+ node of the ad hoc network can
check the location of caller including distance and azimuth
angle.

Due to the high output power of the TR-Elite+ communication will not be affected by the topology of the area, different floors or obstacles
etc.

In high building, the signal is poor due to space propagation loss and penetration loss. Using TR-Elite+, smooth communication between
basement and the building roof can be achieved.
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